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It's great to make your own prints

1S&
And it's easy! Have the fun of seeing your pictures

appear before your eyes. All you need is one of these

Kodak Photolab Outfits. They give you everything

you need to develop your film and make bright

sparkling prints. See them at your Kodak dealer's.

Kodaeraft Photolab Outfit. Gives

you a film tank, chemicals, trays

printing frame, masks, a supply

of paper, accessories and a book
of instructions. Price $7.95.

Kodaeraft Advanced Photolab

Outfit—offers the new Kodaeraft

Printer, roll film tank, darkroom
lamp and the other necessary

equipment and accessories in the

regular kit. Price, $13.50.

Kodaeraft Printing Kit—Everything you need to print high quality

pictures from your negatives—trays, paper, printing frame, chemicals,

accessories and complete instructions. Price, $4.50.

Prices include Federal Tax and are subject to change without notice.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER 4, N. Y.
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WHIZ COMICS • WESTERN HERO
CAPT, MARVEL |R. . MASTER COI
ROD CAMERON WESTERN • BILL

WILL L1EBERSON WENDELL CROWLEY
'

lowing outstanding magaiinei are easily identified
covers by the words A FAWCETT PUBLICATION.

iSH L.RUE WESTERN . THE MARVEL FAMILY
ROCKY LANE WESTERN • NYOKA THE JUNGLE CIRL .
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«-*THE RETURN OF THE ANCIENT VILLAIN

'/HENEVER BILLY BASON.

- * SMAZAM

D TOW'S RFtit CAPTAIN -

MARVEL, THE WORLD'S
MIGHTIEST MORTAL, WHO

SI
/C7W5 IS PERHAPS THE MOST AMAZING STORY OF ALL
| Iff HISTORY.' EVEN CAPTAIN MARVEL, THE WORLD'S
MIGHTIEST MORTAL, IS STAGGERED AS HE BATTLES
THE ANCIENT ENEMY OF THE WHOLE HUMAN RACE--
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LISTEN, HUMAN5 OF THE WORLD 1 LONG
AGO IN ANCIENT TIMES THERE EXISTED
ON EARTH A MIGHTY CIVILIZATION OF
BEINGS LIKE MYSELF WHO RULED THE

PUNY HUMAN RACE/

WEAPONS UNKNOWN TO THE WORLD OF TODAY/ BUT THE
FLWAN : -VSERaS U6AND ROSE IN BLOOOy
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let the human race wax strong!

let them spread all over earth.'

then at the height of their
glory and power i will revive

from suspended animation—and
wipe them out, as they

wiped us out.'-

Ha ho haa****a/
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WHAT A BARGAIN.'

NEVER BOUGHT SO MANY
COMIC BOOKS BEFORE!

Think of it! Here's your chance to get 8 brant)
new 32-page, full-color, pocket size Walt
Disney comic books for just 15c and a
Wheatiea boxtop.

FAMOUS DISNEY FUN!
You'll roar at the crazy adventures of M iekey
Mouse, Donald Duck, Pluto and just about
all the famous Disney gang, Each book is 32
pages long. That's 256 pages of comics in

HURRY! SEMtf HOW! QUANTITIES LIMITED*
Get your Walt Disney comic books while
Ihey las!.. Start a collection. Get all 4 sets.

Clip the handy coupon and send in today.'

HERE'S YOUR "HURRY MP" ORDER BLANK

LAUGHS, MYSTERY, ADVENTURES, THRILLS

IN EVERY SET. GET ALL 4.

SIT A "Donald Duck and the
Giant Ape," "Mickey Mouse,
Roving Reporter," "Grand-
ma Duck, Homespun ISetec-

tive" and five others!

SIT C " Mickey Mouse I

the Magic Fountain,""
. Bad Wolf, Fire Fight*
"Goofy, Big Game Hunt
and fiiv other*!

aA

S£T B "Pluto, Canine Cow-
poke,""Goofyand the Gang-
sters," "Donald Duck, Klon-
dike Kid" and five others!

SET D "Donald Duck in th

Indian Country," "Br'e
Rabbit's Sunken Treasure,
"Minnie Mouse. Girl Exploi
er" and five utherx!

8 BOOKS IN

EACH SET/
Gsnsral Mills

Box 252
Minneapolis, Minn."

Please send me my Walt Disney comic book:

one Wheatiea bdxiop for each iiet I ha

WHEATIES
Hrcuktuit of Champions "
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THE ICE WORLDS
A Jon Jarl Adventure

By Eando Binder

ARIEL, the fourth moon of Uranus, was

a cold world. As Lieutenant Jon Jarl

cruised over it in his space ship, he could see

that the whole small planetoid was completely

frozen in a solid sheet of ice miles thick. An
Ice Age a thousand years ago had done this,

completely freezing the planet. It looked like

nothing more than a big round chunk of Ice

floating in space.

It was called the Ice World. No ships ever

stopped there, because naturally, no life could

exist on its eternally frigid surface. His curi-

osity satisfied, Jon Jarl turned his ship away.

He had just wanted to see it at close hand.

Now he had seen the jagged ice peaks and

mountains all over, and it turned his heart

cold, He was ready to leave.

But suddenly, in the dim frosty air ahead,

a horrifying sight loomed before him. A tall

towering peak of ice! It rose a mile into the

air, taking Jon by surprise. Frantically, he

tried to turn, but it was too late.

There was a grind of tortured metal as Jon's

ship struck the ice peak a glancing blow. The
ship smashed open and Jon was hurled out.

It was the end, of course! It was a drop of

at least a mile from the peak to the hard icy

flats below!

But to his surprise, Jon found himself slid-

ing smooihly and swiftly downward on some
slippery surface. Jon sighed in relief. Luckily,

the smooth sides of the peak slanted gently

and Jon was simply riding down like a boy

on an icy hill.

At the bottom, he was still in danger, he

might slide at high speed into solid ice. But
instead, he round himself plunging head first

into a thick snow bank. Jon dug his way out,

coughing and gasping, but thankful he was

alive.

Only a moment later, Jon realized this was
a rm>i.kery. His ship was a total wreck. In all

direirions stretched endless miles of lifeless

icy vviiderness. Not a blade of grass nor tree

nor a:iy life. No people. No houses. Nothing,

Just ice,

Jon groaned aloud. "I'll start walking to

keep my blood circulating," he muttered to

himself. "I may keep myself alive a few hours

that way. But where will I walk? What's the

use? I'll only be able to ward off death a short

time."

But the instinct of self-preservation won,

and Jon walked. On and on he trudged, hope-

lessly. There was no destination he could

reach. Even if he kept alive for days, miracu-

lously, he would eventually only walk around

this planetoid and find nothing but more ice

and snow.

"I've been marooned before on hostile

worlds," Jon thought. "But I always had a

fi.fty-fifty chance of reaching aid. Here, my
chances are exactly zero! I'm alone on this

frozen world!"

Hours later, staggering along, Jon suddenly

shouted in joy, for ahead of him he saw people!

People lived on the Ice World after all. He
was saved! Jon ran up to them, shouting. He
ran toward one man, as if to hug him.

The form was hard and solid, and he was

hurled backwards. Then Jon saw what it was.

The man was frozen in ice! The ice had been

so clear, like glass, that Jon had not noticed

it until he struck it. And behind the man all

the others were frozen, too, in solid ice. Thou-

sands of years ago, when their Ice Age had

descended, they had thus been caught and

imprisoned.

Jon groaned, his mind reeling. What a bit-

ter mockery of fate this was! To find people

—only to discover they had been frozen t,.

death for ages. Jon was stilt alone on the Ice

World, waiting for death. But he staggereC

on blindly.

Later, when he saw the village ahead, he

knew it wasn't true. "Can it be?" he mumbled

half-crazily to himself. "Even mirages here.

Or else it's snow-blindness getting me!"

But Jon knew it wasn't a mirage when he

bumped into a solid stone house. People came

running, then. Living people ! They were

human except for a peculiar blue skin. Jon

'turned on his telepathy translator.
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"Living people on the Ice World?" he

gasped. "Impossible! How can you survive

without heat? Without food? Without soil to

grow crops?"

A tall man stepped forward and beckoned.

"Come, I will show you how we have man-

aged to survive, even through the Ice Age."

The guide led Jon beyond their village to

where something gushed out of the ice with

a roar.

"An oil gusher?" Jon asked.

"No! A gusher of hot lava!" explained the

guide. "We drilled five miles down to where

pockets of lava exist below the ice and frozen

rock. Only the surface of our world is frozen.

Underneath it has rock and soil and lava, like

other worlds."

, He pointed out thick stone pipes that

drained off the boiling lava and carried it to

their village. "The hot lava gives us warmth
and also stone for building material, after it

cools and hardens."

Jon was more startled, suddenty, to see a

field of black dirt resting on the icy flats, and

crops grew there. "You mine the soil, too?"

The guide nodded, and led the way to a

deep shaft sunken into the ice. Men came up
with loads of black soil. "Fertile soil exists

five miles down. We mine it, like gold. But it

is far more precious to us than gold. It grows
our crops, for food! Thus we have battled

nature and survived!"

"Thank heaven!" Jon said. "That means I

can stay alive on this world, even though I

can't escape it and return home. Just to stay

alive is all I ask for . .
."

His words were suddenly drowned out by
a shattering roar, and the ice beneath thern

heaved and buckled. "An ice earthquake!"

yelled the guide. "If we're lucky, we'll sur-

vive !"

Jon stood helplessly. Where could you run

to? All around them the ice split in gigantic

cracks. It was over in a minute. Sudden ach-

ing silence descended—the silence of death.

Jon saw that the village was unharmed, but

the guide pointed in horror at the lava-well

and the soil-mine. Both spots had been wiped

out, swallowed up in gigantic upheavals:

"All dead!" groaned the blue man. "Every

man there was killed. And the ice has filled

in our mine and well, that we spent years

digging and drilling. Do you know what this

means, Earthman? Doom! Without lava and

soil for even a few days, we'll freeze or

starve
!"

Jon groaned. His "rescue" had turned into

doom after all, along with these unfortunate

people.

"With all those workers killed," said the

blue man hollowly, "it's hopeless to dig again

for lava and soil. We would need hundreds of

new strong men. We're doomed . .
."

Suddenly, Jon broke in excitedly. "Quick!

Make up an expedition with me. This may be

utterly crazy, but who knows? Can we some-

how take along whatever hot lava you have

stored ?"

Days later, led by Jon, the expedition

reached a certain spot and Jon yelled in joy,

pointing, "I thought I'd never be able to find

them again, but luck is with us. Look—ancient,

people, frozen in the ice! They were frozen

suddenly, by intense cold. Under those 'quick-

freeze' conditions, they may be alive—in sus-

pended animation. Such a group of frozen

people came alive on Saturn once. Use the hot

lava to melt the ice from around them!"

The hot lava hissed as it poured out. The

ice melted. The frozen men of a bygone age

were free. Were they dead? But color came

into their cheeks. Their lungs expanded, tak-

ing in air. An hour later they had all come

to life, and eager greetings were exchanged

between them and their rescuers,

"A thousand men!" said Jon. "With those

as workers, we can quickly dig down to more

lava and soil and ..."

One of the revived men broke in, smiling,

and pointing at blocks of ice holding strange

machines. "No! Look! Frozen along with us,

an age ago, were our machines. We had ad-

vanced science. Those are heat-rays, and food-

machines, and anything else we may need to

live on."

Jon let out a glad cry, pouncing on one

machine. "A radio! My exile is over. I can

signal the Space Patrol now, for rescue."

LATER, as a patrol ship took Jon away

from the Ice World, he waved back.

"More ships will come back, bringing supplies,

food, anything they need. Their exile is over,

t0°" THE END

Don't miss the thrilling adventures of

JON JARL each month in CAPTAIN
MARVEL ADVENTURES!
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IHl KELLY

Starring in

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

"An American in Paris"

Color by Technicolor.

JANE POWELL

Co-starrtng in

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

"Rich, Young and

Pretty"

Color by Technicolor.

SEE PICTURES fAOUe.1 „„,„ Magio
Eye between your fingers and tilt it slightly.

Then you see famous folks . . . planes . . . loco-
motives in action!

Attach to clothing! Wear
'em on a cord! Tie series together to hang on
wall! Bright colors!

pep exclusive on„ Kellogl!., PEP
offers these Magic Moving Picture Eyes!

f6WFFB&NT P/CTUPES
includes: Pauline Berx, showing
famous tennis serve

Mark Trait, hero of the great outdoors,

star of comics and radio

Tom Corbett Rocket Ship, zooming into space
Clyde Boa»y, fameut wild animal trainer

COltECT'EMAU.
NO WOHeflHO MINUS!

one. m mnv box or
'Applies to U.S. package* only. In Canada,m package for special offers.
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BUT STRANGELY FROM OUTSIDE THE
JAIL, A MOCKING LAUGH RINGS OUT/

T MYSELF SENT THAT "TIP* i

TO BILL// A WEEkT AGO I

RAN ACROSS THIS PROFES-J
SOR SWOPE/ WHEN I SAW
THAT IF HE WERE 5HAVED
HE'D BE My TWIN, I INSTANW)
SAW MY CHANCE TO GET HIM
JAILED IN My PLACE / HEH.A
AND r FOOLED THAT BIG
RED CHEESE, CAPTAIN

MARVEL, LIKEA
' BAB//.
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AUTO THises? i

those -nor
THsy am this
IJSEP CAE >WP

tor/
THevBe th&

ZH BLF PMLD SSBH NZTZARNW RH NZWV ULI BLF,

G6V IVZWVI' WL BLF ORPV G8V H&LIRVH? RU HL.DSRXS
LAMffl SZEV'BLF ORPVW YVH6? DLFOW BLF ORPV GL
IVZW LGSUI PRMWU LU WGLIRVH? KOVZHV DIRGV BLFI

LKRMRLMH R& XZKGZRN1 NZIEVO, XZIV LU UZDXUGG
KFVORXZGRLWH, HRCGB-HVEVAA WHG UL1GB-ULFIGS
HGIWG , MVD BLIP VRTSGWM , MVP BLIPS GSZMP BLF.'
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• A TALKING ROBOT, ASKIN
FOR A JOB/ MY WORD.
HARDLY KNOW WHAT
TO SAY/ THIS IS

M05T---ER- --UNUSUAL;
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a big, new book iox

MODEL BUILDERS

If you're on active model builder or if you're only stort-

ing to work with balsa wood then here is a book you'll

keep for years! Packed with accurate plans and instru<-

tions for building over 25 different control-line and

free-flight model airplanes, battery driven boats and

scale automobiles, Handbook for MODEL BUILDERS also

contains a complete list of all gos engines, tips on build-

ing and a special story on GETTING STARTED IN MODEL

BUILDING!

If your dealer tonnot supply you order your book by moil from

FAWCETT BOOKS, Dpl.C-10. Greenwich, Connecticut. Pleose specif y

Fowcett Book No. 112.

Just Look What This Book Contains!

• 144 pages ^3^1
• Plans for 25 TESTED projects f£^**^

• Hundreds of photographs

• Gas Model Airplane Plans

• Model Boat Plans

• Model Car Plans

• plus many other models

At Your Local Newsstand 75 Cents a Copy
Printed In U. S. A.



BOOK TtliS HO*y
DAISY AIR RIFLE OWNERS CAN
RECOrVIE JUNIOR MEMRERS OF
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION.

1 AAfD CtT AIL THIS M
It's here, BOYS and GIRLS—your copy of
daisy air rifleman—with the most exciting
news in all air rifle history! This brightly
colored, handy pocket book tells how easy it is

for air rifle owners to join the oldest, largest
national sportsmen's association in the United
States— the internationally famous national
RIFLE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA— as an ActlVC
junior member! Shows how you can
wear the nra Brassard, carry the nra Member-
ship Card, own and enjoy the nra junior
RIFLE HANDBOOK! DAISY AIR RIFLEMAN explains
how you can qualify to earn six marksmanship
medals, 6 brassards, 6 Lapel Pins and get 6
Free Proficiency Diplomas! Also diagrams new
15 foot Target Backstop, new official NRA Air
Rifle Target Card— tells parents about adult
SUPERVISED TRAINING-SHOOTING PROGRAM.
Send only 10iJ (coin), unused 3C stamp, coupon!

Thousands of Daisy Air
Rifle owners arc joining
nra an Junior Members!
Why don't YOU? Send
coupon for Daisy Air

SHOOT THE FAMOUS 1000 SHOT

EO flHMTB COWBOYCARBINf
Own and shoot this husky, improved
DAISY RED RYDER COWBOY CARBINE! Looks,
feels, handles like a real western saddle
gun. RIFLE alone, only S5.50. Or buy
Daisy's big Target Outfit containing: red
RYDER CARBINE with 2-POWER MAGNIFY-
ING SCOPE MOUNTED; BELL RINGING 1

GET; TARGET CARDS; GENEROUS SUPPLY
BULLS EYE Bfl's, MANUAL. COMPLETE SET

carton, only 57.95.


